openQA Tests - action #105199
[sle][migration][sle15sp4][Regression]test fails in orphaned_packages_check - need further
investigate
2022-01-21 06:58 - coolgw

Status:

Resolved

Start date:

2022-01-21

Priority:

Normal

Due date:

Assignee:

leli

% Done:

100%

Category:

Spike/Research

Estimated time:

10.00 hours

Target version:
Difficulty:
Description

Observation
openQA test in scenario
sle-15-SP4-Regression-on-Migration-from-SLE15-SPx-s390x-online_sles15sp1_ltss_pscc_basesys-srv-desk-dev-contm-lgm-py2-ts
m-wsm_all_full@s390x-kvm-sle12 fails in
orphaned_packages_check

Test suite description
Reproducible
Fails since (at least) Build 43.1

Expected result
Last good: (unknown) (or more recent)

Further details
Always latest result in this scenario: latest
History
#1 - 2022-01-24 06:29 - leli
- Estimated time set to 8.00 h
#2 - 2022-01-24 07:28 - coolgw
add notes into 1190635
but i feel the error part still strange
#3 - 2022-03-23 02:47 - coolgw
- Assignee deleted (coolgw)
#4 - 2022-03-30 01:05 - leli
- Assignee set to leli
#5 - 2022-03-30 08:14 - leli
- Status changed from New to In Progress
- % Done changed from 0 to 20
- Estimated time changed from 8.00 h to 10.00 h
Discussed with Oliver, we just need make the record non-red is accepted.
#################
Hi Oliver, I have a question about the red border for 'No orphans whitelist',
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https://openqa.nue.suse.com/tests/8003944#step/orphaned_packages_check/10
Could we record the info there but don't set it red? I think not setting the ZYPPER_WHITELISTED_ORPHANS is not an error, we can just record it
and reminder to set it if needed. So does the ZYPPER_WHITELISTED_ORPHANS must be set? if not, mark it as red may make user think this is
wrong. WDYT? Thanks.
Oliver Kurz 2:39 PM
yes, you could simply call record_info with no result or the default "ok", see http://open.qa/api/testapi/#_record_info , then the border will not be red
########################################
Created a branch, wait http://openqa.nue.suse.com/tests/8434843#live to verify it.
#6 - 2022-03-31 03:02 - leli
- % Done changed from 20 to 40
PR submitted, https://github.com/os-autoinst/os-autoinst-distri-opensuse/pull/14613
#7 - 2022-04-01 09:10 - leli
- Status changed from In Progress to Resolved
- % Done changed from 40 to 100
PR merged.
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